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a b s t r a c t
In this work we examine a Lotka–Volterra model with diffusion describing the dynamics
of multiple interacting prey and predator species. We show that the solution exists, and
is unique, bounded, nonnegative, and globally defined. We also prove the non-existence of
nonconstant steady state solutions if certain conditions are satisfied. For the particular case
of two prey (e.g., engineered and native, respectively) and one common predator species,
by performing a linear stability analysis about the initial native-dominant steady state, we
determine under which conditions the engineered species invasion succeeds.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Through genetical engineering it has become possible tomodify animals, plants, andmicro-organisms to perform special
agricultural and/or ecosystem functions. Therefore, studying the spatiotemporal dynamics of such genetically modified
organisms in connection with their interactions with native species in the natural habitat has become more and more
important. In [1], Cruywagen et al. examine a mathematical model describing the spread of organisms introduced into
a heterogeneous environment (see also [2]). In essence, the classical Lotka–Volterra competition model with diffusion is
used for two competing populations, one the natural species and the other a genetically engineered species or strain. The
focus in [1] is on whether a small number of genetically engineered species can spatially invade a natural species. It is
well-known that prey–predator type interactions can generate complex processes, especially when a spatial structure is
present and affects the population dynamics of all species involved. It is also well-known that spatial heterogeneity can
induce complicated space–time patterns. An example is the pattern formation of a phytoplankton–zooplankton system
(see [3]).
The main goal of this work is to extend the analysis in [1] to a more involved and complex system of two or more
competing and diffusing species in the presence of one or more predator species. A motivation of this work is related
to the use of genetically modified organisms and its possible disruption of ecosystems. For this reason, studies of the
spatiotemporal dynamics of genetically engineered species in connection with the behavior of the native species in the
natural environment are increasingly important.
LetΩ be a bounded domain in RN (N ≥ 1) with a smooth boundary ∂Ω . The m+ n prey–predator model to be studied
in this work is described by the differential equation system inΩ × (0,∞)
∂ui
∂t
(x, t) = Di1ui + riui

1− ui
Ki
−

k≠i
aik
uk
Ki

−
n
j=1
bijfij(ui)vj, i = 1 : m, (1)
∂vj
∂t
(x, t) = δj1vj + vj

m
i=1
bijfij(ui)− dj

, j = 1 : n, (2)
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which is the Lotka–Volterra competition model with diffusion. Here, ui, i = 1 : m, represent the population densities of
the m prey species, and vj, j = 1 : n, are the population densities of n predators competing for the prey. The constants
Di, i = 1 : m, and δj, j = 1 : n, measure the diffusion rates for prey species and predator species, respectively. The
intrinsic growth rates of the prey species are reflected by the positive parameters ri, i = 1 : m. The prey species follow
a logistic growth and compete for the same limited food source (or in some way inhibit each other’s growth). The constants
aik, k ≠ i, measure the competitive effect of uk on ui, while the K ’s are the prey species carrying capacities in the absence
of predators. The positive parameters bij represent the strength of the relative effect of the interaction on the two species ui
and vj, respectively. In view of the limited ability of predators to consume their prey, nonlinear forms of functional response
fij may be considered in this model, with each fij a nonnegative and nondecreasing function of prey density. We also assume
that each fij has power-bounded growth (i.e., there exist Mij, qij, Nij ≥ 0 such that fij(z) ≤ Mijzqij + Nij for all z ∈ R+)
and fij(0) = 0 for all i = 1 : m and j = 1 : n. Some of the most commonly used choices are fij(z) = z and the Holling
type-II functional response fij(z) := z/(cij+ z). Here cij are positive constants measuring the ability of predator vj to kill and
consume prey ui. Furthermore, we suppose that the ecosystem is isolated in the sense that the fluxes through the boundary
∂Ω are null:
∂ui
∂ν
(x, t) = 0, i = 1 : m, ∂vi
∂ν
(x, t) = 0, j = 1 : n, on ∂Ω × (0,∞), (3)
where the differential operator ∂/∂ν represents the directional derivative in direction of the outward normal ν to ∂Ω . We
assume, together with (1)–(3), that the (nonnegative) initial population densities are given by
ui(x, 0) = ui0(x), i = 1 : m, vj(x, 0) = vj0(x), j = 1 : n, inΩ. (4)
Our first result may be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the initial–boundary value problem (1)–(4) satisfies all the assumptions made above. Then it admits
a unique, positive, and global solution. Moreover, the solution is uniformly bounded in the L1-norm with respect to time, that is
both prey and predator populations cannot exceed a certain cap.
The steady state solutions of (1)–(3) satisfy the following semilinear elliptic boundary value problem:
Di1ui + riui

1− ui
Ki
−

k≠i
aik
uk
Ki

−
n
j=1
bijfij(ui)vj = 0, i = 1 : m, inΩ (5)
δj1vj + vj

m
i=1
bijfij(ui)− dj

= 0, j = 1 : n, inΩ (6)
∂ui
∂ν
(x) = 0, i = 1 : m, ∂vi
∂ν
(x) = 0, j = 1 : n, on ∂Ω. (7)
Let L := min1≤i≤m, 1≤j≤n{ri/Di, dj/δj}. Our next result provides a priori estimates for the nonnegative solutions of (5)–(7).
Theorem 2. Let (ui=1:m, vj=1:n) be a nonnegative solution of (5)–(7). Then, the following inequalities hold: 0 ≤ ui ≤ Ki and
0 ≤ vj ≤ (mi=1 Kiri)/(δjL), with i = 1 : m and j = 1 : n, respectively.
Let Σ := [0, K1] × · · · × [0, Km] × [0, P1 + 1] × · · · × [0, Pn + 1], where Pj := (mi=1 Kiri)/(δjL), for j = 1 : n. For
(u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Σ , we define
F(u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vn) := (U1, . . . ,Um, V1, . . . , Vn), (8)
where Ui := riui

1− uiKi −

k≠i aik
uk
Ki

−nj=1 bijfij(ui)ηj(vj)vj and Vj := vj ηj(vj)mi=1 bijfij(ui)− dj, for i = 1 : m and
j = 1 : n, respectively. Here, for j = 1 : m,
ηj(z) :=
1 if 0 ≤ z ≤ Pjexp{(z − Pj)2/[(z − Pj)2 − 1]} if Pj < z < Pj + 10 if z ≥ Pj + 1.
As in [4], we associate with Σ a parameter σ , which for (5)–(6) is given by σ := dλ − M . Here d :=
min(D1, . . . ,Dm, δ1, . . . , δn),−λ is the first nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplacian subject to homogeneous Neumann
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boundary conditions on Ω , and M is the maximum norm of dF in Σ , with F defined by (8). In Section 2 we prove, as a
consequence of Theorem 2 and [4, Theorem 5.4.], the following result.
Theorem 3. If σ > 0, then the boundary value problem (5)–(7) has no nonconstant solutions.
The remaining parts of thework are structured in the followingway. In Section 2, we provide the proofs to Theorems 1–3.
In Section 3, we consider that a single predator, whose density at time t and position x is v1(x, t), preys on two competing
prey, whose densities are denoted by u1(x, t) (for the engineered or invader species) and u2(x, t) (for the native species).
We use the model (1)–(2) for m = 2 and n = 1 to describe the competition between the engineered and natural species
in the presence of one common predator. In particular, under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, we analyze the stability of the
native-dominant steady state, and so the possibility of driving the natural species to a new steady state (i.e., coexistence or
extinction).
2. Proofs of Theorems 1–3
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1
The local existence and uniqueness of solution for the initial–boundary value problem (1)–(4) follows from [5, Theorem
2.1] (see also [6, Proposition 1]). Let [0, Tmax) be the maximal interval of existence for the solution (ui=1:m, vj=1:n) to (1)–(4).
Our claim is that Tmax = ∞, and so the solution is globally defined. The main tool for proving this claim is a combination
of Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 from [5]. First off, from [5, Theorem 5.1] (see also [7]), observe that the problem (1)–(4) is
invariant on the nonnegative cone Rm+n+ . In particular, this implies that the solution (ui=1:m, vj=1:n) is nonnegative on its
entire interval of existence [0, Tmax). Next, we prove that the problem (1)–(4) satisfies the hypotheses (H1)–(H6) outlined
in [5]; consequently, the solution (ui=1:m, vj=1:n) is global. Let H(z1, . . . , zm, . . . , zm+n) := z1 + · · · + zm + · · · + zm+n
and hi(zi) := zi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m + n. Also, consider the lower triangular matrix A := (aij) ∈ R(m+n)×(m+n) whose
entries are defined as follows: aij = 0 if i < j and aij = 1 if i ≥ j. Observe that the conditions (H1)–(H3) are trivially
satisfied. Condition (H4) is also satisfied for K1 := max{ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, K2 := 0, and r := 1. Furthermore, by taking
K5 := max{bijMij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, K6 := 0, and q1 := max{qij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} + 1, we get condition (H5).
Finally, condition (H6) is satisfied for K7 := max{ri : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} and K8 := 0. Therefore, Tmax = ∞ as claimed, and so the
solution (ui=1:m, vj=1:n) is globally defined.
Next let us prove that the solution (ui=1:m, vj=1:n) is uniformly bounded in the L1-norm for all time. It is easy to observe
that riui(1− ui/Ki) ≤ −riui + Kiri, for all ui ∈ R+. Thus,
riui

1− ui
Ki
−

k≠i
aik
uk
Ki

≤ riui

1− ui
Ki

≤ −riui + Kiri, (9)
for all ui, vj ∈ R+. Then, by adding the Eqs. (1)–(2) and integrating the resulting equation overΩ , we obtain
∂
∂t

Ω

m
i=1
ui +
n
j=1
vj

dx

=
m
i=1
Di

Ω
1uidx+
m
j=1
δj

Ω
1vjdx
+
m
i=1

Ω
riui

1− ui
Ki
−

k≠i
aik
uk
Ki

dx−
n
j=1
dj

Ω
vjdx.
From this equation, the Neumann boundary conditions (3), and inequality (9) it follows that
∂
∂t

Ω

m
i=1
ui +
n
j=1
vj

dx

=
m
i=1

Ω
riui

1− ui
Ki
−

k≠i
aik
uk
Ki

dx−
n
j=1
dj

Ω
vjdx
≤ |Ω|
m
i=1
Kiri −
m
i=1
ri

Ω
uidx−
n
j=1
dj

Ω
vjdx
≤ |Ω|
m
i=1
Kiri − α

Ω

m
i=1
ui +
n
j=1
vj

dx, (10)
where the symbol |Ω| denotes the measure of Ω and α := min1≤i≤m, 1≤j≤n{ri, dj}. From inequality (10) we obtainm
i=1 ∥ui(·, t)∥L1(Ω)+
n
j=1 ∥vj(·, t)∥L1(Ω) ≤ e−αt
m
i=1 ∥ui0∥L1(Ω) +
n
j=1 ∥vj0∥L1(Ω)
+ |Ω|
α
m
i=1 Kiri, which ends the proof
of Theorem 1.
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2.2. Proof of Theorem 2
First of all, observe that 0 ≤ Di1ui + riui(1− ui/Ki). Since g(x, z) := riz (1− z/Ki) < 0 for z > Ki, from [8, Lemma 3.4]
it follows that ui ≤ Ki. Next, by adding all Eqs. (5) and (6), we obtain
0 =
m
i=1
Di1ui +
n
j=1
δj1vj +
m
i=1
riui

1− ui
Ki
−

k≠i
aik
uk
Ki

−
m
i=1
djvj
≤ ∆

m
i=1
Diui +
n
j=1
δjvj

+
m
i=1
riui

1− ui
Ki

−
m
i=1
djvj. (11)
By (11) and (9), we get
0 ≤ ∆

m
i=1
Diui +
n
j=1
δjvj

+
m
i=1
Kiri − L

m
i=1
Diui +
n
j=1
δjvj

,
where L := min1≤i≤m, 1≤j≤n{ri/Di, dj/δj}. Then, since g(z) :=mi=1 Kiri− Lz < 0 for z >mi=1 Kiri/L, [8, Lemma 3.4] implies
that
m
i=1 Diui +
n
j=1 δjvj ≤
m
i=1 Kiri/L. In particular, this last inequality implies vj ≤ (
m
i=1 Kiri)/(δjL).
2.3. Proof of Theorem 3
Consider the following boundary value problem associated with problem (5)–(7):
Di1ui + riui

1− ui
Ki
−

k≠i
aik
uk
Ki

−
n
j=1
bijfij(ui)ηj(vj)vj = 0, i = 1 : m, inΩ (12)
δj1vj + vj

ηj(vj)
m
i=1
bijfij(ui)− dj

= 0, j = 1 : n, inΩ (13)
∂ui
∂ν
(x) = 0, i = 1 : m, ∂vi
∂ν
(x) = 0, j = 1 : n, on ∂Ω. (14)
By the definition of the η functions, it is clear that any solution to (5)–(7) is also a solution to (12)–(14). We claim that,
if σ > 0, then there are no nonconstant solutions to (12)–(14) (and so, implicitly, to (5)–(7)) in Σ . First of all, by
repeating the arguments that were used in the proof of Theorem 2, observe that the solutions to (12)–(14) are bounded
by the same constants as in the statement of Theorem 2. In order to apply [4, Theorem 5.4], we need only check that
F(u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vn) does not point out of Σ for (u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vn) on the boundary of Σ . This is a simple
consequence of the fact that Ui ≤ 0 if ui = 0 or ui = Ki, and Vj ≤ 0 if vj = 0 or vj = Pj + 1.
3. Stability analysis
We can nondimensionalize Eqs. (1)–(2) form = 2 and n = 1 by introducing
e = 1
K1
u1, n = 1K2 u2, p =

b11b21
r1r2
1/2
v1, t∗ = r1t, x∗i = xi

r1
δ1
1/2
for i = 1 : N,
γe = a12 K2K1 , γn = a21
K1
K2
, r = r2
r1
, ce =

b11
b21
r
1/2
, cn =

b21
rb11
1/2
, δe = b11K1r1 ,
δn = b21K2r1 , g˜ =
d1
r1
, De = D1
δ1
, Dn = D2
δ1
.
The nondimensional equations, where we have dropped the asterisks, are as follows:
∂e
∂t
= De1e+ e(1− e− γen− cep),
∂n
∂t
= Dn1n+ rn(1− n− γne− cnp),
∂p
∂t
= 1p+ p(δee+ δnn− g˜).
(15)
We examine the behavior of (15) under the conditions of Theorem 3, which imply that there are no nonconstant solutions.
For the sake of simplicity, we also assume that the diffusion rates for the three species are equal; this implies that De =
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Dn = 1. We find that system (15) has seven steady states Si := (ei, ni, pi), i = 0 : 6, which are the following: S0 :=
(0, 0, 0), S1 := (0, 1, 0), S2 := (1, 0, 0), S3 := (0, g˜δn , 1cn (1− g˜δn )), S4 := ( g˜δe , 0, 1ce (1− g˜δe )), S5 := ( γe−1γnγe−1 , γn−1γnγe−1 , 0), S6 :=
(e6, n6, p6), where e6 = [ce(δn− g˜)+cn(γeg˜−δn)][ce(δnγn−δe)+cn(δeγe−δn)]−1, n6 = [cn(δe− g˜)+ce(γng˜−δe)][ce(δnγn−
δe)+ cn(δeγe − δn)]−1, p6 = [δn(γn − 1)+ δe(γe − 1)− g˜(γeγn − 1)][ce(δnγn − δe)+ cn(δeγe − δn)]−1. The steady states S1
and S2 represent the extinction of two species, one prey and the predator; S3 and S4 represent the one-prey–one-predator
solutions, whereas S5 is a two-species competitive solution (see [1]). The system has only one interior steady state S6. We
are now interested in the stability of the native-dominant steady state S3. For this, we consider the problem (15) linearized
about S3. To derive the linearization, wewrite e = e¯, n = n3+ n¯, p = p3+ p¯, where the bars indicate perturbations, assumed
to be small. If we substitute these expressions into (15), and ignore terms which are quadratic in the perturbations, then we
obtain a linear system for the perturbations. Dropping the bars, the system is
∂e
∂t
= 1e+ Ae, ∂n
∂t
= 1n+ Be+ Cn+ Dp, ∂p
∂t
= 1p+ Ee+ Fn, (16)
where A := 1 − γen3 − cep3, B := −rn3γn, C := −rn3,D := −rn3cn, E := δep3, and F := δnp3. By the second
equation of (16), we obtain p = D−1( ∂n
∂t − 1n − Be − Cn). Then, from the first and third equations of (16), it follows that
e = (AB+ DE)−1( ∂2n
∂t2
− 2∆ ∂n
∂t − C ∂n∂t +∆2n+ C1n− DFn). Here∆2 denotes the bi-Laplacian. Using the above expression
for e in the first equation of the system (16), we obtain the following sixth-order equation for n:
∂3n
∂t3
− 3∆∂
2n
∂t2
− (A+ C) ∂
2n
∂t2
+ 3∆2 ∂n
∂t
+ 2(A+ C)∆∂n
∂t
+ (AC − DF) ∂n
∂t
= ∆3n+ (A+ C)∆2n+ (AC − DF)1n− ADFn. (17)
A usual stability analysis about the initial native-dominant steady state S3 determines under which conditions invasion
succeeds. As in [2, Section 2.3], by looking for solutions of the form n = αeλt , with α constant, for the Eq. (17) we
obtain λ as the solutions of λ3 − (A + C)λ2 + (AC − DF)λ + ADF = 0. Observe that these kinds of perturbations (i.e.,
n = αeλt ) satisfy the zero-flux boundary conditions. The steady state is linearly stable if Re λ < 0 since in this case the
perturbation n → 0 as t → ∞. The necessary and sufficient conditions for this to hold are the Routh–Hurwitz conditions
(see [9, Appendix B]). Therefore, the native-dominant steady state is linearly unstable if one of the necessary and sufficient
Routh–Hurwitz conditions for stability is violated, i.e., if −(A + C) ≤ 0, or ADF ≤ 0, or −(A + C)(AC − DF) − ADF ≤ 0.
Observe that C ≤ 0,D ≤ 0, and F ≥ 0. Therefore, if A ≥ 0 then the steady state is unstable since ADF ≤ 0 in this case,
and so the invasion of the engineered species will succeed. This makes sense as the condition A ≥ 0 (which translates into
K1 ≥ K2a12) is equivalent to having the carrying capacity of the engineered species exceeding the combined effect of the
carrying capacity of the native species and the competitive effect of the native species on the engineered species.
By similarly linearizing about the other steady state solutions,we can also determine their stability to small perturbations.
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